Evaluation of the automatic fluorescent image analyzer, Image Titer, for quantitative analysis of antinuclear antibodies.
By making comparisons with the usual manual method, we evaluated an automatic fluorescent image analyzer (Image Titer, Tripath Imaging, Burlington NC), the software for which was developed to simplify measuring indirect immunofluorescent antinuclear antibodies (FANAs). In this new system, images of the stained sample are displayed, and it measures the FANA titer and staining pattern using only 1 slide per subject and does not required the staining of a series of diluted samples as does the manual method. This system showed good reproducibility and linearity for 4 types of control serum samples (with homogeneous, speckled, discrete speckled, and nucleolar staining patterns). In 132 serum samples, consistency between the methods was 100% for the FANA staining pattern and 93.9% for the FANA titer. The Image Titer system detected each pattern in samples with 2 mixed patterns. This system should partly reduce labor and lead to results with minimum differences among individuals, including newly trained persons.